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Abstract Subglacial bed forms (drumlins, ribbedmoraines, andmegascale glacial lineations) are enigmatic
repetitive flow-parallel and flow-transverse landforms common in glaciated landscapes. Their evolution and
morphology are a potentially powerful constraint for ice sheet modeling, but there is little consensus on bed
form dynamics or formative mechanisms. Here we explore shallow sediment bed form dynamics via a simple
model that iterates (i) down-flow till flux, (ii) pressure gradient-driven till flux, and (iii) entrainment and
deposition of sediment. Under various boundary conditions, replicas of subglacial bed forms readily emerge.
Bed form dynamics mirror those in subaqueous and aeolian domains. Transitions between ribbed moraines
and elongate flow-parallel bed forms are associated with increasing ice speeds and declining sediment
thickness. These simulations provide quantitative flux estimates and suggest that widely observed transitions
in shallow sediment subglacial bed forms (e.g., ribbed moraines to drumlinoids to megascale glacial
lineations) are manifestations of subtle variations in ice velocity and sediment thickness.

1. Introduction

Subglacial bed forms form ubiquitously in glaciated terrain (≈10% of Earth land surface) and aremanifested as
vast fields of repetitive streamlined hills and ridges. Bed forms range from flow-perpendicular sinuous ridges
(termed ribbed or rogenmoraines [Dunlop and Clark, 2006]), to flow-parallel bumps and ridges (termed drum-
lins [Clark et al., 2009]), to103m longflow-parallel ridges (termedmegascaleglacial lineations,MSGLs [Spagnolo
et al., 2014]) (Figure 1). Subglacial bed forms resist defensible classification, frequently grading together and
existing in contrasting form with close proximity, while remaining part of a continuum [Dowling et al., 2015;
Ely et al., 2016].Much like their aeolian and subaqueous counterparts, subglacial bed forms are likely todevelop
from a featureless surface without an obvious or plausible pre-existing heterogeneity to control patterning
[Johnson et al., 2010; Clark, 2010]. However, related features can also be seeded by pre-existing topography
[Dowling et al., 2015]. Despite their ubiquity and centuries of study, no consensus on formative mechanisms
or dynamics of subglacial bed forms exists [Stokes et al., 2013]. Previous hypotheses on their formation invoke
a wide assortment of mechanisms and processes (see discussion in Menzies [1979], Clark [2010], and Stokes
et al. [2013]). Their growth and evolution is critical to our understanding of how basal roughness evolves
beneath ice sheets [Schoof, 2007], and they are likely to influence subglacial hydrological systems and, in turn,
ice sheet velocity [King et al., 2009; Sergienko and Hindmarsh, 2013; Stokes et al., 2016]. Moreover, the relation-
ship between basal shear stress and ice velocity has recently been identified as a key uncertainty in attempts
to model future ice sheet evolution and concomitant sea level rise [Ritz et al., 2015]. As ice sheets play a lead-
ing role in climate and sea level change, these findings motivate a general solution to controls on subglacial
bed form morphologies and their relationship to the sliding velocity of the overriding ice mass.

Previous work has been dominated by extensive descriptions of sedimentology and morphology (e.g., see
reviews inMenzies [1979], Patterson and Hooke [1995], and Stokes et al. [2011]) and, more recently, by analysis
of large data sets of bed form morphology [Dunlop and Clark, 2006; Clark et al., 2009; Spagnolo et al., 2014;
Dowling et al., 2015]. In contrast, modeling [e.g., Hindmarsh, 1998; Pelletier, 2008; Chapwanya et al., 2011;
Hooke and Medford, 2013; Fowler and Chapwanya, 2014] has been less frequently employed. It is difficult to
instrument and observe the subglacial environment [cf. Boulton et al., 2001], so reductionist-based approaches
are constrained by a limited understanding of subglacial physics and enormous parameter uncertainty.

Here we examine the problem with a reduced complexity numerical model. This method uses numerical
iteration of simplified mechanisms to unravel mathematical complexity and understand the broad interac-
tions that dominate the development of landforms. Reduced complexity analysis has revolutionized the
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understanding of enigmatic patterned landscapes elsewhere in geomorphology. Many problems where
bottom-up reductionist or atemporal analytical methods had only limited success were demonstrated to
be the result of simple and widely observed mechanisms iterated through space and time [see Werner,
1995, 1999; Pelletier, 2008; Murray et al., 2009, 2014]. The appearance of subglacial bed forms is similar to

Figure 1. Pleistocene drumlin and ribbed moraine forms in (a) Ennadai Lake, Nunavut, Canada (60.482°N, 101.014°W; data:
Google Earth/Landsat), (b, c) Halifax, NS, Canada (inset is oblique vertically exaggerated view frommarked point in Figure 1
b), and (d) Hackvad, Sweden (with 5X vertical exaggeration and illumination from the NE, water bodies are in blue). Ice flow
is left to right in all panels. Note transitions from ribbed moraine to drumlins and down-flow pattern cloning. Colors in
Figure 1c are residual elevations from a 250m radius mean surface. (e) Profile schematic of the main mechanisms in the
model. Ice flow and ice to bed pressure (Pice) drives down-flow till advection (Qdflow). Localized differences in Pice also drive
entrainment (E) and deposition (�E).
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other patterned landscapes, suggesting such an approach may be productive and complementary to analy-
tically based modeling (see discussion in Murray et al. [2009]).

Our approach uses a simple cellular model that emulates several core mechanisms hypothesized to exist
subglacially. This study focuses on till-cored bed forms that develop above a hard substrate; we do not treat ero-
sional bed forms in this study [Stokes et al., 2011;Menzies et al., 2016] (Figure 1). In themodel, ice advects down-
flow, deforming over topography and applying pressure to the bed. This pressure drives down-flow till flux
through bed deformation [Boulton et al., 2001; Schoof, 2007]. The spatial variability in basal pressure also drives
pressure gradient-driven till flux, which advects till from areas of high ice pressure to low ice pressure.
Combining and iterating thesemechanisms readily produces dune-like bed forms resembling ribbedmoraines.
However, lee-side deposition is required to elongate ribs into subglacial bed forms [Anderson, 2014; Fowler and
Chapwanya, 2014]. Wemodel this with a mobile sediment load that travels with the ice and entrains or deposits
as a function of local pressure. With the addition of this mechanism, drumlins and MSGL readily develop.

We first describe our numerical implementation and then explain how each mechanism contributes to the
development of bed form morphology. We then discuss simulation results and experiments constraining
the conditions necessary for the formation of various subglacial bed forms. We consider candidate processes
for each of the mechanisms and provide estimates of till fluxes. A preliminary phase diagram is developed to
relate bed form morphology to ice velocity and sediment thickness.

2. Subglacial Mechanisms and Model Structure

In keeping with the reduced complexity approach, our primary goal is a deep, extensible understanding,
rather than precision simulation [Murray et al., 2009, 2014]. As such, to limit risk of misparameterization our
model deliberately omits detail that is unnecessary. Due to broad uncertainties in the relevant subglacial
physics, we model with abstractions and cautiously consider the underlying physical processes.

We iterate mechanisms through time over a raster grid with periodic boundaries (10m resolution, 400 cells
down-flow by 250 cells cross-flow, 0.01 year time step, 500 year simulation length). Initial conditions are a flat
bed with defined thickness of till above a nonerodible basement (analogous to a stiff till or bedrock substrate
[e.g., King et al., 2009; Boulton et al., 2001]). The glacier thickness is assumed to be much greater than the bed
form heights. By sediment thickness, we mean the total volume of sediment in the model space divided by
model space area. This is identical to “equivalent sediment thickness,” which exerts a dominating control on

aeolian bed form morphology [Wasson and Hyde, 1983]. The surface evolution of each cell ∂H
∂t

� �
is broadly

∂H
∂t

¼�∂Qdflow

∂x
� ∂QPx

∂x
� ∂QPy

∂y
� E (1)

where Qdflow is the vertically integrated down-flow sediment flux (m3m�1 yr�1), QPx and QPy are the pressure
gradient-driven vertically integrated sediment flux components (m3m�1 yr�1), x and y are down-flow and
cross-flow dimensions, and E is erosion into the ice (where negative E represents deposition from the ice
to the bed) (m yr�1). Ice advects from the left with a constant basal speed and thickness and deforms around
topography. The pressure exerted on the bed from the ice (Pice, Pa) for each cell is approximated as

Pice ¼ Pg � Pw þ vη
∂H
∂x

(2)

where Pg is the ice pressure from gravity (constant), Pw is the basal water pressure (constant), v is the ice speed at
base, η is ice effective viscosity (constant: 1014 Pa s, see Fowler and Chapwanya [2014] and Cuffey and Paterson

[2010] for further discussion and specification of subglacial conditions assumed), and ∂H
∂x is the bed surface slope

relative to ice flow (calculated in down-ice direction). If the calculated Pice is negative, the ice base lifts off the bed

(a cavity) and Pice =0. The ice base then sinks toward the bed at a rate of
� Pg�Pwð Þ

vη . This core relation controls the
length of cavities in the model. Generally, cavities are longer with greater topographic range, faster ice speeds,
more viscous ice, greater water pressures, and shallower glacier depths (less Pg). WemodelQdflow for each cell with

Qdflow ¼ min
kPice þ 0:1rkPice

10H

� �
(3)
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where k is a flux control parameter (in m3m�1 yr�1 Pa�1), r is a uniformly distributed random draw ranging
from �0.5 to 0.5, and the 0.1 scales the stochasticity. The minimum in equation (3) pertains to the inability
for a flux event to move more sediment than is available at a site. This emulates some unresolved combina-
tion of the following mechanisms, all of which are observed to occur subglacially: (i) subglacial till deforma-
tion, where till rheology is such that higher Pice leads to greater Qdflow [see Schoof, 2007; Stokes et al., 2013;
Fowler and Chapwanya, 2014]; (ii) temporally variable ice-bed coupling [e.g., Anderson, 2014]; or (iii) large-
or small-scale glaciotectonism or plastic till deformation driven by the down-flow component of Pice as
applied to stoss slopes [Dowling et al., 2015; Spagnolo et al., 2016] (not modeled here but present in reality).
The importance of these mechanisms is debated, but all result in some positive relation between down-
flow slope and Qdflow, which, regardless of the underlying physics, creates an instability [Pelletier, 2008].

Advecting ice creates large spatial differences in Pice that drive pressure gradient-driven sediment flux (QP)

QPx ¼�j ∂Pice
∂x

(4a)

QPy ¼�j ∂Pice
∂y

(4b)

where j is a flux control parameter (m3m�1 yr�1 per Pam�1). This emulates pressure gradient-driven till
deformation, which is distributed to the adjacent four cells. Advecting ice carries significant volumes of sedi-
ment, which is entrained into the ice (E) or deposited from the ice (�E) with

E ¼ b Pice � Pg � Pw
� �� �

if Pice � Pg � Pw
� �� �

< 0 (5a)

E ¼ 0:75b Pice � Pg � Pw
� �� �

if Pice � Pg � Pw
� �� �

> 0 (5b)

where b is a coefficient controlling the erosion rate (m yr�1 Pa�1). We generalize the efficacy of erosion pro-
cesses to a more intuitive form by specifying the rate of sediment deposited in cavities, Ecavity =�b(Pg� Pw).
The 0.75 creates minor down-ice profile asymmetry [Spagnolo et al., 2010] by limiting entrainment on stoss
slopes. The physical processes involved with entrainment of sediment are not well understood but are
broadly designed here to represent regelation [Rempel, 2008] and cavity deposition [Dardis et al., 1984].
Although no parameterizations are available, this mechanism has extensive empirical support [Dardis et al.,
1984;Möller and Dowling, 2015; Stokes et al., 2011; Evans et al., 2015]. Note that to conserve mass in situations
with no net erosion of the bed, the erosion and deposition are most plausibly balanced around the static ice
pressure (Pg� Pw). The processes in equations (4a), (4b), (5a), and (5b) are limited when no sediment is avail-
able (H=0).

To relate topography and “feature size,”we use metrics quantifying relative “streamlining” and down-ice and
cross-ice feature dimensions, measured along transects. Feature dimensions (morphology) provide some
commensurability with empirical measurements [e.g., Dowling et al., 2015]. We avoid “bed form polygon”
methods and automated shape metrics to limit ambiguity in transitional bed form types, ensure transpar-
ency, facilitate large-scale automation, and limit influence from poorly understood and widely discussed
subjectivities [Hillier et al., 2015]. Relative streamlining (s) of a landscape is evaluated with

s ¼
X

cos að Þj jX
cos að Þj j þ

X
sin að Þj j

� � (6)

where a is the local aspect of each cell (ice flow from the left), and | | indicates absolute value. This quantifies
the relative distribution of aspects in the landscape: s= 0.5≈ conical hill, s< 0.5≈ flow-perpendicular ridges,
and s> 0.5≈ flow-parallel ridges (“streamlined”) [Ely et al., 2016]. Row and column transects were used to
develop feature size estimates. A feature cell was defined where elevation is greater than mean elevation.
The length of each segment of consecutive feature cells (considering periodic boundaries) along rows or col-
umns created a population of feature length and width estimates, respectively. To relate mean dimension
determined through a population of feature transect lengths to classical bed form polygon lengths derived
from bounding box dimensions [e.g., Clark et al., 2009; Dowling et al., 2015], we assumed ovoid feature shape
and multiplied each reported mean dimension by 4

π.

We detail parameters for simulations described in section 3 here, with the exception of parameters that vary
as part of ensembles. Parameters common to all simulations: Pg� Pw= 5.0 × 106 Pa, η= 3.17 × 106 Pa yr, and
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k= 2.0 × 106m3m�1 yr�1 Pa�1. Simulations in Figure 2 are part of Ensemble 1. We report all results at
500 years to represent a “mature form,” although the primary morphologies develop over shorter timescales.

3. Simulations and Discussion
3.1. Bed Form Development and Dynamics

Iteration of the above mechanisms readily creates bed forms with salient characteristics similar to classic sub-
glacial bed forms, from ribbed moraine (Figure 2a) to drumlins (Figure 2b) to elongate drumlins/MSGLs
(Figure 2c). The primary driver of form variability is ice speed, which is consistent with empirical results
[King et al., 2009]. The bed forms migrate down-flow on the substrate and the broad pattern characteristics
stabilize after ≈ 200 years, both of which are typical for bed forms [Murray et al., 2014]. There are notable par-
allels between the subglacial bed forms modeled here and subaqueous or aeolian bed forms, in both driving
mechanisms and dynamics.

While the physics that occur subglacially are very different from other environments with bed forms, the
abstractions of those physics are similar. First, any positive relation between Qdflow and down-flow bed slope
readily creates bumps that self-amplify in the flow field. For example, this is the case for the aerodynamic and
screening instabilities in aeolian bed forms, which yield a similar positive relation [see Kok et al., 2012].
Second, the development of cavities in the lee of bed forms is similar to the lee-side separation cell and sets
up a nearly analogous down-flow length scale for ribbed moraines. Note that lee separation cells (or cavities)
alone create sufficiently potent down-flow differences in Qdflow to maintain bed forms, even without any
additional flux/slope dependencies (Qdflow = 0 in cavities, Qdflow> 0 elsewhere) [e.g., Werner, 1995]. Third,
some lateral flux is necessary to connect topography cross-flow. In aeolian and subaqueous bed forms, this
is accomplished with some combination of repose, fluid steering, direction variability, and particle diffusion
(see review in Rubin [2012]). Here we explicitly parameterize this as a function of Pice gradients. Erosion and
advection of sediment in the ice is directly analogous to aeolian bed forms where the advection length of
particles is similar to bed form dimensions. In aeolian dunes, this is sometimes referred to as “modified
suspension” [Kok et al., 2012]. This mechanism is comparatively much more effective in subglacial bed forms
and is responsible for elongate lee tails in drumlins and MSGLs, places where avalanches or grain fall would
dominate in aeolian and subaqueous bed forms.

Very broadly, the dynamics of our modeled subglacial bed forms are similarly analogous. Ribbed moraines
are analogous to transverse bed forms, and drumlins and MSGLs are analogous to barchans. Note that the
analogy between barchans and drumlins and MSGLs is not in morphology, but in the broad behavioral class
of bed forms that are as follows: (i) supply limited by substrate, (ii) self-maintaining, and (iii) not linked to adja-
cent forms cross-flow [see Kocurek et al., 2010].

In more detail, the dynamics of ribbed moraine development is similar to that of transverse dunes.
The dependency between pressure and flux creates bumps that amplify in height. The cross-flow flux
links incipient bumps into cross-ice bed forms [Werner, 1995; Rubin, 2012], and the lee cavity size
exerts a dominating spacing control. The spacing of ribbed moraines should scale with vη

Pg�Pwð Þ multiplied

by bed form height [cf. Nye, 1953], similar to the manner in which the lee separation cell controls
aeolian bed form spacing and collision dynamics [Kocurek et al., 2010; Hugenholtz and Barchyn, 2012].
These characteristics are widely observed in real ribbed moraines, where consistent spacing yields down-
ice pattern cloning [Dunlop and Clark, 2006]. Much like other bed forms, ribbed moraine size self-organizes
and patterns mature due to two feedbacks: (i) sediment bleed from crestline lateral edges reduces the
length of short crests, preferentially leading to the demise of short crestlines, and (ii) smaller bed forms
have faster celerity and thus collide with larger features, increasing and homogenizing size [Kocurek
et al., 2010].

Increasing ice speed creates more elongate bed forms (drumlins and MSGL, Figures 2b and 2c) for a variety of
reasons. First, in the simulations increasing ice speed creates significantly more stoss pressure on bumps in
the bed as ice is forced to deform at a faster rate. This translates to greater spatial variability in Qdflow,
accelerating bed form development and amplifying differences in incipient proto-bed form celerities.
Second, lee tails elongate due to larger lee-side cavities and greater flux of sediment entrained in the ice
(because of faster ice speed). Third, locking sediment in lee tails has a similar effect to reducing total sediment
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thickness. Sediment thickness exerts a dominating control on the transition from transverse features (ribbed
moraines) to isolated features as in aeolian dunes [Werner, 1995]. In combination, these effects increase
spacing, bed form length, and restrict bed form lateral linking.

Increasing ice speed further creates longer and more streamlined bed forms (Figures 2b and 2c) that trend
toward features that might be described as MSGLs. In reality, ice streams are characterized by both low
Pice and high ice speeds, both of which force elongation by extending cavities and low-pressure lee areas.
This provides an explanation for the positive relation between feature elongation and ice speed, empirically
observed [King et al., 2009] but not resolved mechanistically.

3.2. Bed Form Feedback Moderation and Sediment Thickness

The modeled bed forms are driven by an amplifying feedback (positive dependency between Pice and Qdflow)
but are moderated by (i) pressure gradient-driven flux, which advects sediment from incipient bumps cross-ice,
and (ii) entrainment, which reduces stoss pressure by entraining sediment into the ice and advecting it over the
incipient forms. We use Ensemble 1 to explore variation in moderation mechanisms (Figures 3a, 3c, and 3e).
Ensemble 1 used an initial sediment thickness of 5m; other parameters are specified in Figure 3 or section 2.

Varying the dominant moderation mechanism from entrainment (left side of Figures 3a, 3c, and 3e) to pres-
sure gradient-driven flux (right side) constrains an estimate of fluxes. Simulations moderated dominantly
through entrainment tend to wash out features and promote shallow stoss slopes (entrainment removes
sediment from stoss to moderate pressures). Contrarily, simulations moderated dominantly through pressure

Figure 2. Sample model outputs that resemble (a) ribbed moraine, (b) drumlins, (c) and megascale glacial lineations after
500 years. These simulations were taken from Ensemble 1 (see Figure 3). Note barchanoid ribbed moraine features and
classical bed form pattern cloning in Figure 2a. The transition between Figures 2a and 2b is sharp in the phase space, as
lateral linking breaks up, the morphology trends toward discrete forms. Videos of simulations with the parameters used
above are available in the supporting information or online: Movie S1, https://youtu.be/2RP-NjgcQ18 (Figure 2a); Movie S2,
https://youtu.be/sTRXHGYq5Rk (Figure 2b); and Movie S3, https://youtu.be/DpqVp0ZXqYc (Figure 2c).
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gradient-driven flux have blunt stoss slopes, which accelerate amplification, drive differences in celerity, and
lead to MSGL-type bed forms (see supporting information Movies S1–S3). Ensemble 1 constrains the most
likely values to those characterized by properties in the center of the figure.

In Ensemble 2 (Figures 3b, 3d, and 3e) we explore the implications of limiting sediment available for transport
through initial sediment depth (note that sediment is conserved and boundaries are periodic). Parameters
specific to Ensemble 2 are j=2.52 × 10�6m3m�1 yr�1/(Pam�1) and Ecavity =�2myr�1 (see section 2 for
other parameters). At low ice speeds (<200myr�1), features are small and not particularly streamlined.
Increasing sediment thickness prompts an increase in lateral connectivity as features are more closely spaced
and more likely to succumb to linking feedbacks [Rubin, 2012]—more sediment prompts development of
ribbed moraines under identical ice speed. At higher ice speeds (>100myr�1), the larger features are greater
in amplitude and longer, restricting lateral linking by increasing spacing. The longest and most streamlined

Figure 3. Ensemble simulation raster plots demonstrating the results of (a, c, and e) varying ice speed versus pressure
gradient-driven flux and entrainment (Ensemble 1, left side) and (b, d, and f) varying ice speed versus initial sediment
depth (Ensemble 2, right side). Each cell is colored to describe the topography with streamlining (Figures 3a and 3b; see
equation (2)), feature length/width ratio (Figures 3c and 3d), and feature length (Figures 3e and 3f). Ensemble 1 demon-
strates the effect of varying the pressure moderation mechanism, from entrainment dominated (left side) to pressure
gradient-driven flux dominated (right side). Ensemble 2 demonstrates the effect of varying the initial sediment depth from
conditions with little sediment (left side) to those with abundant sediment. Approximate bed form types are annotated in
Figures 3c and 3d, and the simulations shown in Figures 2a–2c are marked in Figure 3e.
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features are associated with relatively abundant sediment (Figure 3d). These simulations suggest that some
transitions in bed form type that occur in close proximity [Trommelen et al., 2014] may be driven by differ-
ences in the thickness of sediment.

Generally, Figure 3 provides some initial parameterization of a phase space that may be used to invert paleo-
landscapes (similar to Southard and Boguchwal [1990]), which is a potentially powerful advance. However,
note that these are tentative results due to the broad uncertainty in underlying physical mechanisms.

3.3. Subglacial Processes and Sedimentology

Encouragingly, this model simulates bed forms that emulate reality, but it is highly abstracted due to lack of
understanding of the relevant physics. Ice behavior is modeled in a simplified manner, primarily for
computational efficiency. Nevertheless, themodel emulates the broad patterns of Pice expected to occur sub-
glacially. In addition, the underlying processes responsible for Qdflow require resolution. The most likely con-
stituent of Qdflow is till deformation [Boulton et al., 2001]. Predicted till fluxes of 2.0 × 10�6m3m�1 yr�1 Pa�1

(Figure 2b) represent 10m3m�1 yr�1 at (Pg� Pw) = 5.0 × 106 Pa, which is similar but perhaps an underesti-
mate compared with values from Boulton et al. [2001]. However, note that till deformation is not the only pos-
sible mechanism that could produce bed forms through an instability (see section 2).

Pressure gradient-driven till flux is not widely discussed in the literature, but without some form of lateral
connectivity, topography would have unrealistically sharp cross-ice elevation differences [Rubin, 2012]. We
do not ascribe a specific process to pressure gradient-driven till flux, but it could be a combination of ice
deflection and water-driven sediment flux. Deflection of clast fabrics supports the presence of lateral sedi-
ment advection [e.g., Stokes et al., 2011, Figure 15].

This model predicts bed forms to be filled with deposition facies from down-flow till advection, distrainment,
and lateral flux (near edges of cavities). This facies assemblage is not particularly discriminatory and generally
matches the sedimentology of shallow sediment bed forms [Stokes et al., 2011; Evans et al., 2015; Menzies
et al., 2016; Spagnolo et al., 2016].

4. Conclusions and Implications

This model suggests that subglacial bed form dynamics largely mirror those in fluvial or aeolian domains
despite the difference in the properties of the fluid involved. Although the driving physics are different,
abstractions of the physics are similar. Moreover, the simulations provide further evidence that ribbed
moraines, drumlins, and MSGL in shallow sediments are likely to form from the same mechanisms, which
is consistent with recent studies based only on morphology [cf. Ely et al., 2016]. Ice speed and cavity length
(as a proxy for lee low pressure) appear to control elongation, a hypothesis widely discussed but not yet
linkedmathematically [Spagnolo et al., 2014]. Furthermore, these simulations have generated several hypoth-
eses to be tested. (i) Ribbed moraine spacing should scale with an ice cavity collapse length scale, much like
transverse dune spacing is controlled by lee separation cell dimensions [Kocurek et al., 2010]. (ii) Sediment
thickness should exert a controlling influence on bed form morphology (see Figure 3). (iii) Till flux estimates
(see Figure 3) can be readily compared to empirical estimates but should be explored with more sophisti-
cated analytical modeling and laboratory experiments. (iv) The treatment of subglacial bed forms as classical
bed forms opens the possibility of using classical bed form pattern metrics [Kocurek et al., 2010] to assess to
complex ice flow histories.
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